
SOLUTION FOR HOMEWORK 1, STAT 4351

Well, welcome to your first homework. First of all, I would like to chat with you a bit
about Combinatorial Methods (Chapter 1).

Combinatorics is a very sophisticated part of mathematics, and in the class we just touch
it. In Probability and Statistics, it is also referred to as “counting” which is primarily used to
count possible elementary events (recall our discussion in class) and then assign probabilities
to those events. Another notion, which is closely related and even sometimes identical, is
“sampling” which is more popular in Statistics.

Let us introduce two notions which will be useful for understanding combinatorics (count-
ing, sampling). They are:

A. Sampling with or without replacement. Example: commercial fishing is a process
without replacement while in many scientific fishing expeditions, fish is later released (as
well as in recreation fishing).

B. Elements of sampling may be ordered (have names, distinct, distinguishable) or un-
ordered (have no name, not distinct). Example: for a recreational fishing, fish is unordered,
but for a scientific one, interested only in previously tagged fish, each tagged fish has its own
number (name).

When you read a combinatorial (counting) problem, try to figure out its ordered/unordered
and/or replacement/no-replacement nature. This can help you to find a correct solution.

Now let us look at your problems.
1. Problem 1.8. (page 16). Well, here we are counting distinct objects. First object

can be assigned to any of n cells. Then, regardless of this assignment, second object can be
assigned to any of the same n cells, etc. If you draw a corresponding tree diagram, then the
number of elementary outcomes will be nr. This is the number of possible ways in which r
objects (regardless of distinct or not) can be distributed among n cells under the assumption
that each cell can have r objects (please note that if this is not the case then a different
approach is needed). This is the answer. (It is the same, by the way, as for indistinguishable
objects; at the same time, in the latter case we can consider different elementary events
which combine indistinguishable elementary events —- we shall discuss this later).

But where is the use of “distinguishable objects?” Let us discuss this. This information
is important for events. For instance, here I may ask about an event: “first cell contains
object number 1”, but if objects are not distinct then I can only ask something like ”first
cell contains exactly one object”. As a result, the difference will be important in probability
calculations.

Let us clarify this via the text’s example with books. We give 3 books (A,B and C) to
12 students with understanding that all three books may be given to a particular student.
Then, according to a corresponding tree diagram, this can be done in 123 different ways, and
these are our elementary outcomes.

Then I can define an event as, say. “Student number 3 got only book C”. However, if
indistinguishable notes were distributed, I could only define an event as “Student number 3
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got exactly one note”. Then you can think about the following question: are the probabilities
of these two events the same?

2. Problem 1.14 (a). This is just a mathematical exercise:

2n = (1 + 1)n =
n
∑

r=0

(
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r

)

1r1n−r =
n
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r

)

.

What was wished to show.

3. Problem 1.17. This is again a mathematical problem. We know that by the binomial
Theorem

(1 + y)n =
n
∑

r=0

(
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)

yr

because 1n−r = 1. Taking derivative from both sides we get

n(1 + y)n−1 =
n
∑

r=0

(

n
r

)

ryr−1.

Set y = 1 in the last equality and get the wished

n2n−1 =
n
∑

r=0

(

n
r

)

r.

4. Problem 1.25. Note that here objects (how many times per night) are distinct, and
every night the same sampling is done, that is the sampling is with replacement.

Just draw a tree diagram with three branches from each node and count the number
of elementary events implying the event of interest (here the event is “the total number of
turn-ons is 6”).

5. Problem 1.27(a). Here the objects (dollars) are not distinct and not replaceable per
se, the total depends on how the game goes. Also, please note that the game can be over if
the gambler is out of money, for instance, this occurs if she loses the first and second bets.

Step 1. Draw a corresponding diagram. Here each node produces two branches leading
to win or lose outcome. Please note that the game stops at some nodes: as soon as the
player has no money in her pocket the game is over. As a result, the fastest game is if the
player loses 2 first bets.

Step 2. Count the number of elementary events that imply the event of interest. Please
note that these events occur only if four trial occured and from four lost two and won two.
I counted 5.

6. Problem 1.32(a). Here the sampling is without replacement and of distinct objects.
Then, using tree diagram, find that the answer is 5 × 4 = 20.

7. Problem 1.34. The answer is 315, and you can see this via a tree diagram.
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8. Problem 1.36(b). There are 14 good bulbs, and the inspector must choose 3 bulbs
among them without replacement (also note that good bulbs are not distinct). Draw a tree
diagram and see that the answer is 14 × 13 × 12.

But now let us go further and answer the following question: with everything being
equally likely, what is the probability that a sample contains only good bulbs? To answer,
we note that the total number of possible elementary events is 15 × 14 × 13, and then the
event of interest has the probability

14 × 13 × 12

15 × 14 × 13
= 12/15.

9. Problem 1.42. According to Theorem 1.5 on page 7, the answer is (8 − 1)! = 7!.

10. Problem 1.46. Well, here the main issue is how to draw a tree diagram. Consider a
tree diagram with the first node corresponding to chicken number 1 which can be ordered
by any of 8 persons. Then chicken number two can be ordered by any of the remaining 7
persons, etc. As a result, our tree will have 8! elementary events.

At the same time, this is not the answer that the authors are thinking about (I hope that
this is the case) because chickens are not distinct (the same with steaks). As a result, if first
chicken goes to person A and second to person C then this order is equivalent to another
one where the second chicken goes to A and the first to B. As a result, the correct answer
(in terms of not distinct chickens and not distinct steaks) is

8!

3!4!
.

Final remark: the art of choosing a tree diagram is in its simplicity. Just think about
a tree diagram which describes the process of ordering meals by each person. Then on
each node this tree diagram should take into account what meal was ordered on the earlier
branches. This is a correct but much more complicated tree to deal with. As a result, you
can see that our tree with meals “going to persons” is much easier for counting.
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